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A new way of thinking about drywall

PanelMax FT30

Prefabricated drywall
assemblies ready to install

PanelMax ST48

Save time, install one piece one time
Reduce costly trim and finishing
Improve quality, perfect corners inside and out,
perfect columns without the hassle and lead time

Design Flexibility
Complicated drywall assemblies and details that
were previously too costly to consider are now
possible with PanelMax. In fact PanelMax
technology is a paradigm shift in the way drywall
is used.

Reduced Finishing Costs
Decorative details that used to require a lot
finishing time and materials can now be created
with PanelMax requiring considerably less material
and time. Details that were previously too costly to
consider are not possible.

Molding detail w/returns

Precision Assemblies
With PanelMax precision assemblies can be custom
built and shipped to your job site when it is
needed. Assemblies can be shipped pre-assembled
or shipped flat and assembled on the job site.

Coffered detail

5/8inch board w/10in. radius

Order assemblies by the linear ft. shipped preformed or flat
From rips to complex multi-faced assemblies
Fabricated using the newest technology and the highest quality materials
Use any gypsum product form 1/4in to 1in even cement board

Precision milled, by a certified
fabricator. . .

Stacked flat and
shipped to your job
site or. . .

Preformed and delivered to your job site
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Reduce Installation Time
Install 10 ft. sections of complex drywall detail in
minutes with very little finishing.

Reduce Installation Time
Install 10 ft. sections of complex drywall detail in
minutes with very little finishing.

Assemblies are rigid and easy to install
Panels go anywhere you go
Finish butt joints and you are ready for paint

Install one piece
Take one trip up on the man lift or scaffold
Finish only your butt joints

Create Perfect Corners
With PanelMax you can create perfect corners every
time that requiring considerably less finishing time
and materials.
Create perfect corners every time, no bead, no
finishing no hassles.

Order your prefabricated drywall assemblies now at our new fabrication dealer, see your
salesperson for details.
Fabricated by:

PANELMax
Request a demonstration
demo@grabberman.com or
call us at: 770-855-2782
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